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As we begin another Advent season, our hope is for you to take a break 
amid the hustle and bustle of shopping and baking and decorating and 
partying to consider the concepts that we celebrate each Sunday. Read the 
thoughts of some of our members and think about times when you felt 
hopeful, a sense of peace or joy or love. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  



  



Promise 

 

"My eyes have seen your savior, a light for the Gentiles, and glory for your people Israel.”  
Read Luke 2:22-38 

 

Anna and Simeon are never featured in any typical nativity scene, but they should be. We all know 
the virgin, her husband, shepherds, wise men bearing gifts, and the crèche. We can easily see a camel 
or two, several sheep, angels, the manger, and a guiding star. Sometimes we can even imagine an 
innkeeper and his wife. But Simeon and Anna, long time servants of God who are providently in the 
temple as Jesus is named and dedicated, remain unseen, and largely unremembered. 

Both Anna and Simeon name Jesus as the promise of Israel. Not just someday, but NOW ! Ancient 
prophecy is fulfilled, discovered and announced, all grounded in persistent devotion. These primary 
characters are righteous people witnessing a new reality through their commitments to the old one. 
What was conventional, unremarkable, and ritual is suddenly a path of promise. 

It takes courage to hospice the old ways, and remake the old rituals in following our faith – and even 
more courage to name our typically limited expectations. It takes devotion to recognize the new 
ways, nurture them, and act on them. It takes courage to announce and midwife new possibilities. It 
takes courage to speak promise to those who need a new reality. And even more courage to 
announce that it starts today.  

 

Lord, will you awaken us to new realities for this Advent season? Lord God, who will you guide us 
to? Who must hear us speak the reality of your promise--who needs it right now?! 

 

Doug Lowry  

  



Warmth, Safety, Love, Wonder 

 

"And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host…" Luke 2:13 

 

The snowflakes drifting down slowly were large and wet but beautiful as they began to stick on the 
sidewalks and streets across from the old town hall in my childhood small town. The flakes swirled 
around the multicolored Christmas lights strung across the streets nearby. The lights and snow, 
joining with the sounds of carols playing from speakers across the way, gave a strong feeling of 
Christmas warmth to us all. 

Mom Johnson, my beloved maternal grandmother, had told us she was doing without a tree this 
year. My brother and I rode our bikes down the big hill near our church and bought her a tree she 
perhaps preferred not to have, but she warmly thanked us and lovingly decorated the tree. 

“Lo how a rose e’er blooming” we sang, walking into the darkened St. Rose of Lima church for 
midnight mass on Christmas eve. We carefully clutched our lighted candles, marveling at the sights 
and sounds and, at least for a few days, remembering how to sing the second part harmony. 

Christmas as a boy growing up in New Lexington so many years ago, a time of warmth, safety, love, 
and wonder. 

 

Oh God, please grant to the children of today some of the feelings of love and safety we so 
gratefully remember. 

 

John Birkimer 

  



God’s Creation 

 

And God said,” Let the earth bring forth living creatures of every kind….And God saw that it was 
good.” Genesis: 2:24-25 

 

There she was, so close to the road you could almost reach out and touch her, with those beautiful 
large eyes seeming oblivious to the big yellow safari van. Oh, but she was quite aware of the van and 
those “animals” inside. She continued to dig in the dust with her huge feet all the while watching and 
aware. The little one behind her wanted to explore, as all babies do, but as he got up to move, she 
gently with that big trunk of hers, guided him back beneath her massive body to safety. I was struck 
by the massiveness of the huge body and yet the gentleness with which it moved. 

There was so much to take in as I explored God’s creation of the Serengeti and the Amboseli their 
inhabitants and the sunrise over the massive Mount Kilimanjaro. I became aware how insignificant 
and small I felt within this world. The words of the song, “This is my Father’s/Mother’s world” kept 
coming to mind and the words… ”all nature sings and round me rings the music of the spheres.” I 
waken every morning with anticipation every day to what adventure lay before me. I was never 
disappointed. God’s creation and all that is within it is a wonder and demands the awe and respect of 
its Creator. 

My world seems so small compared to the one I was privileged to experience, but I came to the 
realization that I am where God has put me to be who I am, to take care of my part of Her World. 

 

God grant me the wisdom to know how to serve and the courage to act. 

 

Phyllis Skonicki 

  



Evidence of Hope, Peace, Joy, and Love in 2021 

 

"He leads me beside still waters; he restores my soul. . . Surely goodness and mercy will follow 
me." Psalm 23:  

Hope: When we learned in Jan 2021 we could start getting a vaccine to protect us against the Covid-
19 virus we all were given the hope that this pandemic would soon be behind us. I was able to 
witness firsthand the hope in people’s eyes as we gave them their first Pfizer or Moderna doses. 

Peace: When Joe Biden was sworn in at the 46th President of the United States, a little more than half 
of the country and much of the world experienced peace. We’re still a divided nation, but despite the 
events of January 6, the country showed it could move on. I’ve also experienced some inner peace 
with the completion of several projects and new insights into divine revelations, cosmic 
consciousness, continuing evolution, and the phenomenon of proximate restraint. 

Joy: After I learned in the afternoon of July 26 that I would need to retire at the end of August 2021, I 
went to a local Starbucks and while sipping a Mocha listened to Iris DeMent singing “When My 
Morning Comes.” It’s been ten weeks now since the first of September and the joy continues. 

Love: What greater love have we observed this year than Paw Eh Ler Thaw’s donating a kidney to her 
brother, Eh Nay Thaw! What an inspiration! 

 

God, our Father, may we not take for granted your gifts and the occasions for hope, peace, joy, and 
love that come to us each day. 

 

John Arnett 

 

  

  



You Are Loved 

 

For I am sure that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor things present, nor 
things to come, nor powers, nor height nor depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be able to 
separate us from the love of GOD in Christ Jesus our Lord.  Romans 8:38-39   

 

Here we are again, at almost 2 years into the pandemic. Still for the most part, separated from friends 
and limited engagement with family. There continues to be a feeling of loneliness and separation all 
around us. Loneliness makes me feel anxious, fearful and out of control. For me, knowing I am loved 
gives me comfort and a feeling of calm during times of uncertainty. 

I am the kind of person who tries to make sense of things (make them logical). Some of my thoughts 
are: Why did this pandemic happen? When will it end? What does the future hold? I guess you could 
say, in general, why do bad things happen? 

I have come to the conclusion that there is not always a logical explanation. 

Even though we feel separated from each other, we should remember that we are joined together in 
the belief that we are loved, whatever comes our way in life. 

  

God, help us to open our hearts and minds and feel your unconditional love for each of us. 

 

Rae Taylor 

 



Woodford’s Joy 

 

 

Each morning, my first chore is to walk our five-year old puppy, Woodford. Like all routines, it also 
has several familiar rituals embedded in it. Woody, as he is known most of the time, comes lazily 
thumping down the stairs to the front door where I’m standing with the leash. Once he gets on the 
floor level he does the same thing every morning. He places his front paws forward and then arches 
his back backward in a stance not unlike a posture of supplication. In yoga, this is called puppy dog 
pose.  

I scratch the top of his head and up his back. Then, in an instant, he springs up like a rocket launching, 
ready for the morning walk. He explodes with exuberance from this gentle pose to bubbling with high 
expectations, jumping to get out the door. We go from calm to chaos in a moment.  

I think this is a wonderful metaphor for how we all might start our mornings with our Creator. Come 
lumbering into the dawn and first thing we do is bow down in a reflective stance of supplication to 
the Lord. Expressing both our humility at the awe of creation and our desire to play a positive part in 
it, and then leap with joy to do our work of the day. 

I don’t actually do my morning ritual as well as Woody does. From the moment I get up, I tend to 
focus on the seemingly infinite tasks that confront me that day. All my many obligations which I 
imagine are so important are what I obsess over. In fact, my morning ritual is the exact opposite of 
the proper posture toward God: I am self-centered, self-absorbed and narrow. This is not at all what I 
think I am called to be or do. In fact, I regularly fail to take that moment to bow down and strike a 
reflective posture to my Creator.  

I’m in my 60’s now, so change is hard to effect, but during Advent I will try and follow Woody’s lead. I 
will attempt to be better at acknowledging all I have been given and humbly offer myself to help God 
do His work on earth. For Woody, his work is to bound joyously into the world to chase some 
squirrels and sniff a few neighborhood dogs, while for me it is to be a helpful hand in making our 
world “as it is in heaven.”  

Woody’s joy is a signal of the right posture toward our God.  

 

Rowan Claypool 

  



Everlasting Arms 

 

He will feed his flock like a shepherd; he will gather the lambs in his arms, and carry them in his 
bosom, and gently lead the mother sheep.  Isaiah 40:11 

When I was a little girl, I had undiagnosed separation anxiety. If my parents left the campus where we 
lived, I just knew they would never return. It was worse at night. If they went "in town" for dinner, 
they would have to leave me in their bed for comfort. Town was maybe 15 miles away, but it took an 
hour to get there. 

When they got home, Dad would scoop me up in his arms and carry me back to my shared room and 
tuck me in my bed. I don't think I have ever felt safer than I did in his arms as we went down the hall. 
I can still feel those arms cradling me. 

That's been my personal image of comfort and safety since the mid-60s. I return to it often when the 
loneliness threatens to win. Since Chris died, I miss arms around me daily, and I miss his touch. I can 
usually remember when Dad held me. My dad wasn't a perfect father, nor Chris the perfect spouse. 
But I can remember. 

I try to live in the trust that the Everlasting Arms are close at hand. In bad times and good, I have to 
believe those arms are always close. 

 

We are grateful for comfort and safety, loving Creator, and will do better at remembering those 
arms surrounding us. Amen. 

 

Ann Hammon 

  



In a Mississippi Barn 
 

“Mary gave birth to her firstborn, a son. She wrapped him in cloths and placed him in a manger, 
because there was no room in an inn.”  Luke 2:7 
 

The moonless night was cold, and the sky filled with a million stars. A busload of teenagers drove 
quietly through the Mississippi countryside, curious about our destination. My youth director had 
offered a trip on a Friday December night, and we huddled, bundled up in our seats waiting and 
watching out the window for any clues.  

Finally, the bus turned down a gravel road and parked. As we exited, a large barn loomed before us 
and our director led us silently inside. The darkness engulfed us, we crunched through a hay floor, 
and the immediate smell of animals surrounded us. Through the shafts of moonlight, I saw horses 
and cows, standing in their stalls, their breath visible in the freezing air.  

Our director asked us to make a circle in the middle of the barn and then began to read, “so Joseph 
also went up from the town of Nazareth in Galilee to Judea, to Bethlehem the town of David, because 
he belonged to the house and line of David. He went there to register with Mary, who was pledged to 
be married to him and was expecting a child. While they were there, the time came for the baby to 
be born, and she gave birth to her firstborn, a son. She wrapped him in cloths and placed him in a 
manger, because there was no room in an inn.”  

Usually a youth group is talkative, laughing and full of energy. Not this night. We grasped, maybe for 
the first time, that this young couple was our age, and without any family around, alone in an 
unfamiliar town ready to have a baby, and this was the only place available. And like this barn, built 
to shelter animals, was the birthplace of Jesus Christ. I imagined what it must have been like to be 
Mary and wondered why this was the “nursery” for the son of God. If the manger in Bethlehem was 
similar to this Mississippi barn, it was dirty, smelly, and not a suitable place for a newborn baby. Our 
group was silent, pondering that reality and as we shivered in the dark, the director began to sing, 
and we joined, “Silent Night, Holy Night, all is calm, all is bright”.  

Decades later, every Christmas, I remember that night, and the humble place where the world’s 
Savior was born with no gender reveal party, no birth announcements, no baby shower, no birthday 
cards nor balloons. But since God’s other name is surprise, there were shepherds and wise men who 
did notice that something about that night was quite different. There was a new star shining brightly 
that led wealthy strangers to a foreign land, seeking a ruler. There were angels singing that led 
shepherds to leave their flocks and seek this unusual event. All generations hearing this story for over 
2000 years marvel at its humility and simple birthplace, and I recall as a teenager the powerful night 
that His wonder-filled birth became more real to me in a Mississippi barn.  
 

   God, help us to feel the wonder of Christ’s birth as we celebrate this holy season. Amen. 
 

Melanie Claypool 



Loved By Many 

 

A new commandment I give to you, that you love one another: just as I have loved you, you also 
are to love one another. By this all people will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for 
one another.  John 13:34-35 

 

A few years ago, I had to have a major surgery and experienced some complications following which 
led to a hospital stay for several weeks. The hospital stay was long. I was bored, in quite a bit of 
physical pain, and pretty down. I remember receiving many cards and notes while in the hospital 
from friends and members of the church. When I received the cards it made me forget about the pain 
for a minute because I realized I was loved by more people than I thought. 

 

God of Love, Thank you for the simple reminders of love – for the notes and the cards and the 
phone calls. Thank you for reminding me how much I am loved. Amen 

 

Nate Creech 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Hope 

 

even the darkness is not dark to you; 
  the night is bright as the day, 
  for darkness is as light with you.  Psalm 139:12 

 

This verse has long been a companion of mine. During many difficult seasons of life, I have come back to the 
idea that darkness is as light to God. Even when I can’t see the rest of the journey, the path is illuminated 
clearly to God, and if I just take that next step, that darkness will begin to lift. This is not a new or original 
thought, obviously, it is in the Bible. But even Disney has put their spin on it. 

If you don’t have young children or are not a Disney fan, you may not be familiar with Disney’s Frozen 2 movie. 
But this same theme of being in the depths of the darkness and not being able to see or move forward is 
captured beautifully in the song, “Do The Next Right Thing,” 

But a tiny voice whispers in my mind you are lost, hope is gone. 
But you must go on and do the next right thing. 
Can there be a day beyond this night?.....Just do the next right thing. 
Take a step, step again, It is all that I can to do the next right thing. 
I won't look too far ahead, it's too much for me to take; 
But break it down to this next breath, this next step, this next choice is one that I can make. 
So I'll walk through this night, stumbling blindly toward the light and do the next right thing. 

As we have begun to return to some in-person gatherings at CHBC, one would have thought that this darkness 
of the pandemic would have lifted. But I have heard from several folks over the last few months, and it seems 
that darkness is still covering us like a wet blanket specifically when it comes to our church.  

I have heard comments such as:  
“Even though we are back in-person on Sunday it is just not the same.” 
“I don’t like coming to the service right now because it feels so empty.” 
“I am worried that church will never be the same.” 
“I am disappointed that more people haven’t returned.” 
“Is the church going to make it?” 

Every change (good or bad, chosen or forced) brings grief. Sara Jo Hooper told me that often. And the changes 
the pandemic has brought (good and bad, chosen and forced) are bringing grief.  

And while I agree that being back in-person hasn’t been the same. (We are still missing our babies, 
preschoolers, children, and youth on Sundays, whom I miss terribly.) It does still feel a bit empty at church, not 
just in the sanctuary, but our schedule isn’t as robust as it once was, and we don’t see each other in-person 
except that one time a week. And I will agree that church will never be the same. 

This forced change has brought some grief and mourning, but perhaps my perspective is more hopeful and 
optimistic than those I have heard from.  



I am glad things will never be the same. I am glad as a church we are forced into a moment of creativity, re-
thinking how and what and why we do church a certain way. I am glad that we can’t see the path forward and 
that we have to have faith that even this darkness is as light to God.  

As we move through this Advent season and into the next year, anticipate with me what that next right step is. 
Dare to dream of the possibilities.  

Find hope and comfort that, “even the darkness is not dark to you; the night is bright as the day, for darkness 
is as light with you.” 

 

God, thank you that this darkness is not dark to you. Help us find the light as we rebuild and restart after 
this pandemic. Help us to trust your light, even when we cannot see it. Amen 

 

Andrea Woolley 

 

 

 

  



Now May We 
 
“Children are a gift from the Lord; they are a reward from God.”  Psalm 127:# 
 
Have you ever noticed what happens to the faces in a room when a bay is present! Eyes soften and faces brighten 
with smiles. The whole energy in the space slows down, refocuses and pays attention to the little one. Naturally 
the Advent season brings birth and babies to our minds. They embody the spirit of Advent: Hope for the future, 
Peace when sleeping and laughing, Joy abounding, and love forever. 
 

Now May We 
Adapted from Madeline L-Engle 

Now may we love the child. Now she is ours – this tiny one, 
Utterly vulnerable and dependent on the circle of our love. 
Now we may caress him, feeling 
With gentle hands the perfection of his tender skin –  
From the soft crown of his head to the sweet soles of his merrily kicking feet. 
Her fingers now curl softly around one finger of our grown up hand. 
Now we may hold this daughter. 
Now we may toss him gently in the air and catch him in our sure and steady hands, 
Laughing with laughter as quick and as pure as her own. 
Now may we rock him softly to his sleep. Rock and sing – Sing and hold. 
These precious moments in time are here! It has happened to us! It IS! Now we rejoice! 
Now may we grow this child until it is time, time for God to give us courage –  
Courage for the time when we must open our arms and let them go. 
Now may we pray for gentle folk and God’s grace to accompany them on their life’s journey. 
Now may God’s love forever surround this precious child. 
 
Heavenly parent, We come in humble gratitude as we remember your gift of the Christ child. May we see in 
each birth the promise born in the stable that special night. May we forever celebrate and nurture our children 
and the adults they become. May kindness and justice grow in every heart and flow like a river into our world. 
May your kin-dom come on Earth as it is in heaven. Amen. 
 
Alice Adams 
 
  



The Little Things 

 

A joyful heart is good medicine... Psalm 17:22a (ESV)  

 

A few weeks ago as I was checking out from a doctor's appointment, the receptionist commented on 
a necklace I was wearing. It was one of those "Oh, this old thing" moments. I thanked her for the 
compliment and told her that my son, then four and a half, made the piece one summer at an art 
camp during a vacation at Seaside, Florida. 

The necklace is really of such simple construction: ten beads, predominately blue in color, of various 
sizes and shapes, strung on a thin black rawhide string that one has to tie in a knot to secure, since it 
lacks a proper clasp--nothing fancy, but an accessory that gives me joy each time I wear it because 
Cameron made it. 

As I reflected on this random interaction, my mind went back to those wonderful beach vacations, 
usually scheduled around the Fourth of July, which meant not only the LITTLEaRT Festival, but also a 
bicycle parade and our traditional flag cake. As a family, we loved those vacations – a joyful break 
from work and routine in a picture-perfect location. 

Now young adults, Cameron and Millie are busy with their own careers, and family beach vacations 
are things of the past. But the joy when reliving those moments with photographs and memorabilia 
will never go away.  

 

Dear Lord, help us find joy in the memories of the little things. Amen 

 

Valorie Horn 

  



Coach Dave 

 

My brothers and sisters, whenever you face trials of any kind, consider it nothing but joy, because 
you know that the testing of your faith produces endurance; and let endurance have its full effect, 
so that you may be mature and complete, lacking in nothing.  James 1:2-4 

 

God sent our family a saint in the midst of the pandemic. Coach Dave is his name.   

I realized he was a saint standing in mud puddle in Bowling Green, Kentucky a couple months ago.  

Books was nine and Millie Lou was six when COVID brought our world to a screeching halt. Brooks 
and Millie Lou had begun training for a spring elementary school cross country team season.   

In the blink of an eye the season ended.  

After the initial shock subsided Dave reached out to some parents about the possibility of getting 
children interested in running back together in the summer of 2020.  

Dave’s own kids moved beyond elementary school not long before the pandemic. However, because 
he saw how important instilling an interest in running in elementary aged children was Dave agreed 
to carry the coaching torch he could hand it off to someone else.  

Every Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday from July of 2020 until my writing this in November of 
2021, Coach Dave met up with a group of elementary school children and parents to run. Through 
scorching heat, driving rain, and bitter cold we ran.  

This fall cross country meets resumed. Dave arrived before everyone else. He set up the team’s tent. 
He made sure each runner had their proper credentials. He cheered as loudly for the kid who finished 
first on the team as he did the one who finished last. He packed up and left after everyone else hit 
the road.  

This fall Dave arranged for our team to run in meet in Bowling Green. It rained the whole way down I-
65 to the meet that morning. From the moment we stepped out of the car we stepped into a giant 
mud pit. It was a colossal mess.  

The teams ran well that day in the mud and muck and Dave I will never forget Dave telling me, “This 
is so much fun.”  

 

May we find fun and joy amid the mud and muck. AMEN 

 

Jason Crosby 
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